GENERAL ASSEMBLY
THIRTY-NINTH PLENARY SESSION
Wednesday, 23 - Thursday, 24 May 2012
YEREVAN
AGENDA

Opening Ceremony
Statements by Personalities

1. Adoption of Agenda  (Doc.GA39/AG/12)

2. Examination of New Credentials  (Doc.GA39/CRED/12)

3. Elections of the PABSEC Deputy Secretary General in charge of Interparliamentary Relations and Protocol

4. Matters of Procedure
   a) Granting the Observer status with the PABSEC to the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy (IAO)  (Doc. INC/002/12)
   b) Granting the Observer status with the PABSEC to the Parliamentary Union of the OIC Member States (PUIC)  (Doc.INC/126/12)
   c) Approval of the Minutes of the Thirty-Seventh Plenary Session of the General Assembly in Kyiv on 1-2 July 2011  (Doc. GA37/MIN/11)
   d) Progress Report of the Parliamentary Assembly  (Doc. GA39/PROG/12)

5. Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   a) Information on the Activities of the Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation.
      ♦ The Twenty-Fifth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the BSEC Member States, 16 December 2011, Moscow  (Doc.GA39/REP/BSEC-25th CMFA/11)
      ♦ Joint Declaration of the Ministers of Agriculture of the BSEC Member States, 7 October 2011, Moscow
      ♦ The Joint Declaration of the Ministers for Emergency Situations and the Heads of the Emergency Services of the BSEC Member States, 7 October 2011, Sochi
Moscow Joint Declaration on Strengthening the Co-operation in the field of Transport in the BSEC region, 21 October 2011, Moscow

Joint Belgrade Declaration on Climate Change and Green Economy - BSEC contribution to Rio + 20, 23 April 2012, Belgrade.

b) Statement of the PABSEC on the 20th Anniversary of the Organisation of the BSEC (Doc. GA39/STAT/BSEC20/12)

6. General debate: “Information and communication technology - promoting sustainable economic development”

Statements by Speakers/Heads of national delegations

7. Economic, Commercial, Technological and Environmental Affairs

a) Report on “Improvement of Taxation Systems in the BSEC Member States” (Doc. GA39/EC37/REP/12)

b) Recommendation 123/2011 on “Improvement of Taxation Systems in the BSEC Member States” (Doc. GA39/EC37/REC123/12)

c) Report on “Perspectives of development of the wine-growing and wine-making sectors in the BSEC Member States” (Doc. GA39/EC38/REP/12)

d) Recommendation 126/2012 on “Perspectives of development of the wine-growing and wine-making sectors in the BSEC Member States” (Doc. GA39/EC38/REC126/12)

8. Legal and Political Affairs

a) Report on “Implementation of the agreements among the BSEC Member States on combating organized crime” (Doc. GA39/LC38/REP/12)

b) Recommendation 124/2011 on “Implementation of the agreements among the BSEC Member States on combating organized crime” (Doc. GA39/LC38/REC124/12)

c) “PABSEC Regulations on Elections” (Doc. GA39/LC39/REP/12)

9. Cultural, Educational and Social Affairs

a) Report on “Lifelong learning in the BSEC Member States” (Doc. GA39/CC37/REP/12)

b) Recommendation 125/2011 on “Lifelong learning in the BSEC Member States” (Doc. GA39/CC37/REC125/12)

c) Report on “Child protection in the BSEC Member States: an assessment of recent developments” (Doc. GA39/CC38/REP/12)

d) Recommendation 127/2012 on “Child protection in the BSEC Member States: an assessment of recent developments” (Doc. GA39/CC38/REC127/12)

10. Changes in the PABSEC Rules of Procedure (Doc. GA39/RULES/12)

11. The 2012 Autumn Session of the General Assembly

Date, venue and agenda

12. Rotation of the Presidency

13. Closing of the General Assembly